How Many?
How many of a certain size? How many legs?
Count anything you would like!

Five Hungry Ants
Five hungry ants marching in a line,
Came upon a picnic where they could dine.
They marched into the salad,
They marched into the cake,
They marched into the pepper… Uh oh!
That was a mistake! A...a...choo!
Snug as a bug in a rug!

This is a fun concentration game the whole family can play together.

- Draw a handful of bugs, or cut out pictures of bugs from old magazines.
- If you're finished with this paper, you could even cut out the bugs below!
- Draw or cut out a rug of your own design.
- Have the players identify all of the bugs.
- Have the players cover their eyes while someone hides a bug under the rug.
- Invite the players to try to remember which bug is missing.
- Use the rhyme "bug in a rug, bug in a rug, which one of you bugs is snug in my rug?"
- Increase the difficulty of the game by using even more bugs!

Spider Web Weaving

This activity is a great way to develop fine motor skills.

Materials Needed: Paper plate, yarn/string, scissors

- Cut notches around the edge of the paper plate.
- Tuck the end of the yarn or string into a notch.
- Wrap the yarn/string around the plate, tucking into the notches to hold it in place.
- Watch as your spider web is formed!

Flutter, Flutter

Flutter, flutter little bat,
How I wonder where you’re at.
Up above the midnight sky,
Peeking at me with yellow eyes.

Flutter, flutter little bat,
How I wonder where you’re at.

Two Little Bats

Two little bats hanging in a cave.
One named Dora and one named Dave.
Fly away Dora, fly away Dave.
Come back Dora, come back Dave.